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Game Review: “Your Destination is”
The game “Your Destination is” is a click game that takes the user throughout an airport,
in which he or she explores while waiting for his or her ticket to a destination, which is decided
on based on the choices the user makes throughout the world. There are many interactive
portions of this world, as the user can converse with people, click and interact with objects, and
every room contains animations to keep the visuals fresh. This world uses a very minimalistic
design, using mainly vectors and pastel colors, which give the space a very fun, cheerful, and
warm atmosphere. There is a lot of attention to detail in this project, which makes for a very rich
experience exploring the world. I felt that this was fitting for the world, especially because it is
based on an airport, which is generally the first place one encounters when entering new
countries. The characters felt simple yet real, and there was a continual desire to explore the
place as I entered the world.
Something I enjoyed about the world was the user interface, which was very easy to use
and made the world feel very exciting, since there were multiple options and answers each time
the user interacted with part of the space. My favorite aspect was how the quiz was based on a
person’s personality traits. It would be interesting if this could have been expanded on with
some kind of critique or commentary on how we like to categorize each other through
“personality” trait quizzes such as Myers Briggs, etc. I thought the addition of a printed brochure
and was a nice touch, and I imagine that it would help give context to the areas the user could
explore, just like a real travel brochure.
This world/quiz was very well made, and definitely achieved the sense of immersion for
the user through its interface, color choice, and interactive features and animations. The amount
of detail is stunning to the eye. There is very little to add to it as it is so successful, and I
thoroughly enjoyed every part of it.

